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 2 "Gangsta" Anime Weekly, Vol. 2 "Gangsta" This week’s top Mashup this week features an anime that already has a sequel
and a movie. If you’re a fan of the genre then you’ll be excited about the ‘Gangsta’ series. As the title suggests, this anime centers
on two Japanese criminals who get caught up in a heist gone wrong and this anime is similar to the movie ‘Gone in 60 Seconds’

(2008). The anime features a large group of (daredevil) criminals and it’s up to the two main criminals to take on other criminals
in an effort to get the money back. 2ndStudioSiberianMouseConquerorSamsonSubaruSampsonAndSammyChobits is a Japanese

anime television series based on the light novel series of the same name by Kyu. The story revolves around various non-
speaking, cat-like creatures (Chobits) living on Earth. These Chobits, along with humans and other living creatures, are being
slowly replaced by androids and nanomachines. In an effort to protect their way of life, humans and Chobits work together to

prevent this. The show is directed by Chizuru Nakayama, written by Takao Yoshioka, with character design by Akiyo Saito, and
music by Masaru Yokoyama. Chobits debuted in Japan on April 7, 2006 and ended on January 29, 2009.
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